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AVEVA BOCADTM Training Center
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Sravani Infotech is a dynamic and specialized company established in 2016. This company offers the engineering solutions for
the structural steel industry. Sravani Infotech & HR Solutions is a fully owned subsidiary of “Sravani Infotech”. It is India's 1st
authorized AVEVA BOCAD™ training center. It is formed with several passionate engineers and advisors from industry. This
institute maintains the well-structured training programs, by following international standards to fulfill the technology and job
requirements. We update the technology developments in the market as per the global market standards. We are here to
provide the complete idea to the young generation in the structural steel industry. This plays a crucial role in finding the best
way of the career. The experienced and professionals in the structural steel industry are here to generate a different pattern in
the training methods.
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TRAINING
Sravani Infotech is a dynamic and specialized company established in 2016. This company offers the

University

Training

Placements

STEEL DETAILING FUNDAMENTALS
& ADVANCED COURSE

Duration:
2 Months (100 Hrs Theory + 100 Hrs Practice)
Eligibility:
The person should be qualified in Diploma / B.Tech of Civil or Mechanical disciplines. If the person has prior experience in the
steel industry will help them understand many of the fundamentals and mathematics concepts more easily and more quickly
Course Structure:
Training will consist of oral and visual presentations, demonstrations and set exercises. Each workstation will have a training project,
populated with model objects. This will be used by the trainees to practice their methods, and to complete the set exercises.

PLACEMENTS

100%

PLACEMENT
ASSISTANCE

Training and placement is an integral part of the student’s life. Sravani Infotech provides a platform to progress the interaction
between companies and students so that they can choose the preeminent one as per the aspirations and the necessities.
We are maintaining proficient placement cell. Placement cell provides 100% job assistance to the students. We have the
commitment to make recruiting skill dynamic and positive.

100% Job
Assistance is

Our Goal
and

Commitment”

Industry requires the skilled and talented people. We have
the training team to train them based on their requirements.
Placement team is updated to find best opportunities in the
market; this automatically allows training them on the best
path of career. We guide the students in selecting the right
career from the available opportunities in India and abroad.
Sincere and efficient support to students in placing in
reputed companies.

The candidates from our institute will be able to find the right
kind of job with the most sincere and efficient support from
our placement team working around the clock ensuring all
trainees of our institutes are recruited by highly reputed
companies in India and Abroad.

Your
success is
Our Goal

and Success”

SERVICES
Sravani Infotech services mainly include the wide range of comprehensive design and the detailing of structural steel
applications. We provide these services to industries, commercial and various steel lines. Technology plays a crucial role in the
design and detailing at Sravani Infotech. To generate 100% output in the project and to minimize the reworks in fabrication we
mainly prefer cutting edge technical tools and software. Design and detailing is the main part of the company like the heart of
the human being. The success rate of output is interlinked with advanced fabrication techniques by using the NC and CNC
Machining as MIS for the production and attaining.
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Design | Detail | 3D Model | 2D Drawings | Supporting Reports | Integration with NC, CNC & MIS
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